
I. Complete the information!

Name Street Apt. No City, State Phone
1. Marry Moore 809 Oak Street 1201 Westwood, CA 732-1465

2.

3.

II. Listen to people comparing prices in three cities! Complete the information!

One gallon of gas Bus fare Dinner for two in a 
restaurant

Honolulu
Mexico City
Tokyo

III. What kind of things do they like?

Music Movies TV Programs

Bill Classical
John
Tony
Linda

IV. And then what happened?
Ken lost a bag with his passport, money, and airplane tickets while he was on 

vacation. What did he do? Number the phrases from 1 to 6!
…………..  Called his parents
…………..  Went to the police station
…………..  Sold his camera
…………..  Called the airline company
…………..  Moved to a hostel
…………..  Went to the embassy

Bright eyes
Art Garfunkel

Is it a kind of dream _____________out on the tide?
_____________the River of death downstream
Oh, is it a dream?
_________ a fog along the horizon
A strange glow in the sky
And nobody _________to know where you go
And what does it mean, oh is it a dream

* Bright eyes ___________like fire
   Bright eyes how can you close and fail
   How can the light that ________so brightly
   Suddenly burned so pale, Bright eyes

Is it a kind of shadow, ______________in to the night?
_____________over the hills unseen or is it a dream
There’s a high wind in the trees a cold sound in the air
And nobody ever ________when you go
And where do you ________, oh into the dark
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IV. And then what happened?


Ken lost a bag with his passport, money, and airplane tickets while he was on vacation. What did he do? Number the phrases from 1 to 6!


 …………..  Called his parents


 …………..  Went to the police station


 …………..  Sold his camera


 …………..  Called the airline company


 …………..  Moved to a hostel


 …………..  Went to the embassy

Bright eyes

Art Garfunkel


Is it a kind of dream _____________out on the tide?

_____________the River of death downstream


Oh, is it a dream?


_________ a fog along the horizon


A strange glow in the sky


And nobody _________to know where you go


And what does it mean, oh is it a dream


* Bright eyes ___________like fire


   Bright eyes how can you close and fail


   How can the light that ________so brightly


   Suddenly burned so pale, Bright eyes


Is it a kind of shadow, ______________in to the night?

_____________over the hills unseen or is it a dream


There’s a high wind in the trees a cold sound in the air


And nobody ever ________when you go


And where do you ________, oh into the dark

